That Purple is noisy!
The letter A is always Red.
B is always Blue.
C is always Yellow... And so on...
Magnetic fridge letters "teach" some of us this "fact" unconsciously. See "A" - call it red.
The year 2020 is "farther away" than 2016. Time becomes distance. Scientists use "light years" to
calculate great distance across space. Ten is nine jumps from one.
Numeral 1 smells smoky.
2 tastes sour.
3 feels slippery.
What might 4 be?
How do these ideas make you feel?
Is purple really a noisy hue?
How would you describe your reaction to these perceptions?
Try this for yourself. Combine one of your 5 senses with another. Consciously make a connection
between your 2 choices -- Combine these 2 senses together. Smell a number. See a sound. Feel a colour.
Have you ever sensed an aura emanating from a person? Mystics sense a "chakra" around everything in
this material world. Energy has colour. Colour has a meaning. Therefore, all energies have different
meanings, different colours.
A story comes to mind. A little boy, name Samuel, aged 6, did not read fluently or consistently. One
particular series of books were especially challenging for him. According to tests, this series was at his
reading level. Every time his Teacher tried to get him to read, he stumbled over the words, except for the
back cover glossary. His pronunciation of this mini list was excellent. It happened that the series of
books in front of him was printed by a publisher who wanted to create a colourful experience in reading
for children. Unfortunately, reading was not succeeding for Sam. The apparent reason was not known.
His 6-year old brain seemed not to be working properly. One day, a simple comment lead his Teacher to
a very authentic realization. The boy was diagnosed by a perceptive psychologist who heard Samuel to
say one day, "That purple is noisy."
Sam had blurted that quick comment out one day in frustration.
The boy found it difficult to focus on the words because of the ink. He could not read because the
publisher had used purple ink for the chapters. It was this significant clue that lead school officials to a
realization. Sam was experiencing colour distraction and disassociation. He had linked the colour of the
printed word to sound.
For Sam, purple was noisy. He could not concentrate on meaning.
The phenomenon of " Synesthesia" is real, but difficult to understand.
Next time you have a chance to watch Black and White television, ask yourself if you 'feel' differently in
your ears, on your tongue, in your nose. Synesthesia can be a self-discovery for many people where
senses get crossed neurologically in the explanation and perception. Sometimes poets deliberately evoke
obscure images in their words using this phenomenon.

Does purple have energy?
From Wikipedia

Purple combines the stability of blue and the energy of red. Purple is associated with royalty. It
symbolizes power, nobility, luxury, and ambition. It conveys wealth and extravagance.
Purple's rarity in nature and the expense of creating the colour has given purple a supernatural aura ...
As civilizations developed, so did clothing and coloured inks and dyes. ... Purple has the
most Electromagnetic Energy in the spectrum.
Maybe Samuel has tuned into this energy. For him, it must sound like static on an old radio, every time
he sees, and "hears", purple words.

